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This paper will do the following: (1) Establish a (better than) 
ThueSiegel-Roth-Schmidt theorem bounding the approximation of solutions of 
linear differential equations over valued differential fields; (2) establish an effective 
better than Thue-Siegel-Roth-Schmidt theorem bounding the approximation of 
irrational algebraic functions (of one variable over a constant field of characteristic 
zero) by rational functions; (3) extend Nevanlinna’s Three Small Function 
Theorem to an n small function theorem (for each positve integer a), by removing 
Chuang’s dependence of the bound upon the relative “number” of poles and zeros 
of an auxiliary function; (4) extend this n Small Function Theorem to the case in 
which the n small functions are algebroid (a case which has applications in 
functional equations); (5) solidly connect Thue-Siegel-Roth-Schmidt 
approximation theory for functions with many of the Nevanhnna theories. The 
method of proof is (ultimately) based upon using a Thue-Siegel-Roth-Schmidt 
type auxiliary polynomial to construct an auxiliary differential polynomial. 
INTRODUCTION 
A. History (Kolchin) 
In [ 1 ] E.R. Kolchin defined a valued differential field. Such a field is, 
first, a differential field having a derivation 6. (That is, 6(ab) = 6(a) b + 
a&6) and &a + b) =6(a) + 6(b) for all a and b in F.) Second it has a mul- 
tiplicative valuation 1 ( possessing a value group in the positive reals; see 
[2]. Third, there exist two positive real numbers c, and c2 such that 
c lyl< ISy( <c, lyl for all y in F with Jyl < 1. 
Let R denote a differentially closed subring of F in which all nonzero 
elements have a valuation larger than or equal to one. Kolchin showed in 
[ 1] that if such an R exists then the following is true: Suppose y is in F but 
y is not in the quotient field of R. Suppose, also, that y is a solution of an 
algebraic differential equation of the form P(w) = 0, where P(w) is a non- 
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zero “differential polynomial” (i.e., a nonzero polynomial in w, 6(w),...) 
having coeflicients in R. Then there exist an integer d3 1 and a positive 
real number c such that 
(y-uu-‘1 >c Iu( -cl (1) 
for all U, v in R with u # 0. 
Kolchin’s constant d is called the “denomination” of P(w). Where w1 and 
w2 are each differential indeterminates, the denomination is the smallest 
integer t such that w; P(w,w;‘) is a differential polynomial in w, and w2. 
Kolchin’s constant c is known to exist, but without there being a way 
known to calculate it. 
Kolchin’s inequality is an intentional analogue of Liouville’s theorem in 
number theory, which began the whole area of diophantine approximation. 
In Liouville’s theorem lower bounds were obtained upon the 
approximation of an arbitrary irrational algebraic number j by rational 
numbers. In Kolchin’s analogue, algebraic differential equations having 
coefficients in R replace algebraic equations and p is replaced by a solution 
y (of one of these differential equations) which is not in the quotient field of 
R. In Liouville’s theorem the exponent appearing in the lower bound is the 
degree of the algebraic equation. In Kolchin’s bound, what appears is the 
denomination of the algebraic differential equation, which may be regarded 
as a generalization of the degree of an algebraic equation. 
When Kolchin wrote [ 11, Liouville’s theorem had already been 
strengthened by Thue, Siegel, and Roth so that the exponent n could be 
replaced by 2 + E for any E > 0. Kolchin, in [ 11, suggested that it would be 
worthwhile determining when the exponent d occurring in [l] could also 
be replaced by 2 + E. 
Since Kolchin’s paper [l] appeared, Wolfgang Schmidt has extended 
Roth’s theorem: Schmidt showed that for every set of n 2 1 linearly 
independent algebraic numbers fll ,..., /3, (over the rational field) and each 
E > 0 there exists C(E) > 0 such that for all nonzero (n + l)-tuples of integers 
(&, Al,..., A,) 
(2) 
As with Roth’s result, a natural question is when an analogue of (2) holds 
in valued differential fields. 
B. The Present Paper 
Generally speaking we are not able to treat nonlinear differential 
equations (although nonlinear differential equations are mentioned in part 
G of Section III). Restricting ourselves to solutions of linear homogeneous 
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differential equations we shall, however, prove a result stronger than the 
(most obvious) analogue of Schmidt’s theorem does hold in valued dif- 
ferential fields. The result is that for pi in F that are linearly independent 
over R 
ijcl Ajflj+AOl k (fi max(l, IAil))-' 
j=l 
exp 
( ( 
-c f log max(1, IAil) ” 
j= 1 1) 
for some sl satisfying 0 < .sl < 1 and c > 0. (Here 1 I denotes the valuation.) 
We call such bounds “good.” Mahler (see [3]) defined “nearly perfect” 
bounds; it remains an open question as to when these “good” bounds may 
be replaced by “nearly perfect” bounds. 
One case of special interest is when K is a field of characteristic zero, z is 
transcendental over K, and F is an algebraic extension of K(z). (On K(z), 6 
is to be d/dz and the valuation of each nonzero polynomial is e to the 
polynomial’s degree. One may extend both 6 and the valuation to F. We 
take R to be the ring K with z adjoined. One can show that each algebraic 
function over K(z) satisfies a linear homogeneous differential equation with 
coefficients in K(z).) 
In this particular case our Roth type bound has E, = 4 while the c is both 
effectively computable and independent of the particular choice of K. 
C. More History (Neuanlinna) 
Let f denote a function meromorphic in the complex plane. In [4], R. 
Nevanlinna introduced his three famous functions, T(r,f), N(r,f), and 
m(r,f), to aid in obtaining a quantification (and generalization) of Picard’s 
result that a meromorphic function can omit at most two points on the 
Riemann sphere. For each complex number a, N(r, l/(f- a)) is a weighted 
tally of the number of points inside of the disk IzI = z such that f(z) = a. 
(The exact weighting depends upon the locations of these “a points.“) 
Similarly, N(r, f) is a weighted tally of the number of poles off inside of 
IzI = r. Finally, m(r, l/(f- a)) is a measure of how close f is to the value a 
on the set of z such that IzI = r. 
Nevanlinna’s First Fundamental Theorem says that for each (fixed) a, 
N(r,f)+m(r,f)=O(l)+N(r, l/(f-a))+m(r, l/(f-a)). In a weakened 
version, Nevanlinna’s Second Fundamental Theorem says that if f is a 
transcendental function, then for any n distinct complex numbers a, ,..., a,, 
+ m(r,f) d (2 + 41 )Nm(r,f) + N(r,f)), (3) 
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except (possibly) for a set of r’s having finite Lebesgue measure. Nevanlin- 
na’s function m(r, f) is defined by 
m(r,f)=(27cp’l:’ max(O, log 1 f (re”)( ) d9. 
For a rational function f having a pole of order m at z = co, m(r, f) is 
asymptotic to m(log r), i.e., m(r,f) is related to the (additive) valuation 
which gives the order of vanishing off at z = co. (As is indicated by the 
form of the left-hand side of (3), a transcendental meromorphic function 
can approximate different constants on different subarcs of 1~1 = r.) 
D. Back to the Present Paper 
It is possible to view (3) as an analogue of (1) with d= 2, where now the 
additive notation has been chosen. A differential equation of denomination 
2 that has the complex numbers as its set of solutions is lurking in the 
background, i.e., y’ = 0. Nevanlinna’s proof utilized this differential 
equation. First Nevanlinna showed that 
m r,$ =o(m(r,f)+N(r,f)) 
i 1 
except (possibly) for a set of r having finite measure, Clearly (4) reminds 
one of the valued differential field axiom (due to Kolchin) that 
l&J4 G c2 IA. 
Although Nevanlinna’s result in (3) looks like a Roth type bound it 
really corresponds to a Kolchin type bound in differential algebra, which in 
turn corresponds to a Liouville type of bound in number theory. This com- 
ment means that a great deal of improvement should be possible. The con- 
stant 2 cannot be improved; what is meant is that improvement should be 
from enlarging the class of “small functions” being approximated on the 
left-hand side of (3) (from just the solutions of .v’ = 0 to the solutions of 
more general differential equations), while keeping the bound on the right. 
A problem not completely treated by Nevanlinna is the following: sup- 
pose that that ai in (3) are meromorphic functions a,(z) (not, generally, 
constants) and that each m(r, a,(z)) + N(r, ai( = o(m(r, f) + N(r, f )). 
Nevanlinna showed that if n = 3, (3) continues to hold. Since then Chuang 
[S] has shown that (3) holds for each positive integer n if certain restric- 
tions hold upon L(f), where L is an (auxiliary) linear operator. We shall 
prove that (3) holds with no restrictions on any such L(f). In the context 
of this paper such a bound corresponds to a Roth type of bound. An 
analogue of a Schmidt type bound is obtained also. Incidentally, the latter 
bound allows us to generalize a recent result, due to D. Brownawell, in the 
(usual) Nevanlinna theory on C”. 
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The question arises: For which of the (present) Nevanlinna theories will 
the results of the present paper be valid? Not being expert in this area, I 
have adopted the strategy of proving my fundamental inequality 
(Theorem I) for what I call Nevanlinna-Kolchin Systems, a less restrictive 
structure than either valued differential fields or (a number of) the present 
Nevanlinna theories. 
I 
A. Tensor Products qf Dijferential Fields 
Suppose that F is a di~erentiai field with a derivation 6 and a field of 
constants 1% (Were the field F may have arbitrary characteristic p > 0.) 
That is, there is mapping 6 from F to F satisfying 
(i) J(a+b)=6(a)+6(b) 
(ii) &ah) = 6(a) b + ah(b) 
and the complete inverse image of 0 in F is K. If a,,..., a,$ are any n 2 1 
elements of F let W(a,,..., a,) denote the determinant of (Sip ‘ai), for 
i = 1, 2,..., n and j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
LEMMA I. The determinant u/(a, ,.., a,) = 0 if and only if aI ,..., a, are 
linearly dependent over K. 
Proof Note that if any uj = 0 there is nothing left to prove; hence, it is 
assumed without loss of generality that ai . . . a, # 0. Next it follows that if 
n = 1 we have nothing to show. Using induction, assume a, # 0, n > 2, and 
that Lemma I holds for n - I. In [I l] Kolchin showed that if b is any 
element of F, W(bu, ,..., bu,) = b”W(a, ,..., a,). Set b = a; I. We see that 
a;“W(u, )...) a,) = W( 1, a;%, )...) u;‘u,)) 
= W(G(a;‘a,),..., b(u;‘a,)) (5) 
as can be verified by expanding the second determinant in (5) aiong the 
first column. By the induction assumption, the expressions in (5) vanish if 
and only if there exist k Z ,..., k, each in K, and not ail zero, such that 
k,6(+2,) + --* + k,J(u; ‘a,) = 0. This is equivalent to 
6(k,u;‘uz + *.a + k,u$z,) = 0 
or 
af’(k,u,+ *** +k,u,)= -k,. 
for some k, in K, which proves Lemma I. 
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For each natural number N let FN denote the tensor product of F with 
itself N times over the field K. Then F,,, is an algebra which contains N dis- 
tinct canonical isomorphic copies of F and one canonical isomorphic copy 
of K. 
Let I7 denote the mapping from FN to FN defined by n((l; ,....fN)) =I 
fi @ I.* @JN for all (f,,...,fN) in FN. Define N mappings 8, (1 <j< N) 
from FN to FN by S,(f ,,..., A- f. f, 1, ,' J-t ,,...&)=f,O ... of,-,ov$3 
fi+ , @ 1.’ @fN for all (f, ,...,fN) in FN. Let J7, denote the mapping from FN 
to F given by ~d(.f, I...,fN)) = Kt,“= A. 
The fundamental property of N-fold tensor products is that every K mul- 
tilinear map p from FN to a K vector space V induces a unique K-linear 
map #i? from FN to V such that 
Let n, denote the K linear mapping on FN induced by n,. Let Oj (for 
each j between 1 and N) denote the K linear map induced by ~5,. 
Suppose that a, ,..., a, are elements of F that are linearly independent 
over K, For each map g from { l,..., N) to { l,..., PZ~ set 
Ag=ag,,,@ -** @u,~,, in FN. Suppose that P in FN equals a linear com- 
bination, over K, of the A,. 
LEMMA II. There exists a f~~ct~o~ h from ( l,..., Xj to (l,..., n > such that 
fl,qw1... Df$“- ‘P is a nonzero element of F. 
ProojI By Lemma I, W(a, ,..., a,) # 0. Therefore, (Sip ‘(ai)), 1 < i G n, 
16 j,< n, is nonsingular (i is the row subscript). Form the Kronecker 
product of (8j-‘(a,)) with itself N times; call the resulting nN by nN non- 
singular matrix i%. Write P as P= R. A, where A is a row vector having 
the distinct A, as components, R is a row vector of elements of K, and the 
indicated multiplication is the inner product. 
Since K#O, m#O. Also ~=(172D:(‘)-‘.‘.Dh,!N)-‘P), a vector, 
where k ranges over all a”” maps from { 1,2 ,..., Nj to { I ,..., tz) in some 
order. This proves Lemma II. 
B. Auxiliary Polynomials (in the Style of Worfgang Schmidt) 
Motivated by constructions in diophantine approximation we shall show 
the existence of certain linear forms in many indeterminates Xij. Later 
Lemma II will be used to obtain nonzero values from these forms. 
Motivated by the N-fold tensor product of F over K we abstract the 
situation slightly. 
Let G be a field. Let A be an algebra over G which is associative and 
commutative and has an identity. Let M, N, and q be natural numbers. Let 
the X,(l<iih& l<jdN)and thec,,(l<iiM, l<k<M, 1<1Iq, 
1 <rn < q) be indeterminates algebraically independent over G. For each j, 
1 <:j 6 N, let (biiklm) denote an M2q2 vector of nonzero elements of a sub- 
field of A isomorphic to G.(The subfield depends upon j). These subfields of 
A each contain a common subfield (not depending uponj) which we 
denote by G,. We regard G1 as contained in G, which it is up to 
isomorphism. In the algebra A, generated by the elements of A over the 
field G with the indeterminates ciklm adjoined we assume that the 
isomorphic copies of G extend to isomorphic copies of G with the ciklm 
adjoined and the common subfield G, extends to become Gt with the ciklm 
adjoined. For every k and j, with 1~ k < M and 1 <j < N, set 
Since each bg,+, is nonzero and the ciklm are algebraically independent over 
G, every Xii may be written as a linear combination of the Y,,. 
Consider the class H, of all polynomials in the Xii which can be written 
as linear combinations over A of the distinct n& 1 Xkcjti for all functions 
k(j) from (l,..., N) to (l,..., M). Each element of 25, can be written in 
terms of the Yki using (6). After this change of variables the polynomial 
looks like a sum of terms each of the form a nonzero coefficient from A, 
times IJT=, Yklfijj for a function k,(j) from (l,..., N) to ( l,..., M). 
For each natural number k in {l,..., M) let k;‘(k) denote the complete 
inverse image of k under k,. Let Jk; ‘(k)( denote the cardinality of k;“(k). 
Let V be a vector space of elements of A over Gi. Let V, be the smallest 
vector space over G1 which contains each (I-Ii” i n?:,’ bijkl,,,) 6 for every I? 
in V and all functions i(j, k), I(i, k), and m(i, k) from ( { l,..., N) ) Cartesian 
product ({ l,..., M- 1 }) to ( l,..., Mj, ( l,..., q), and (l,..., q}, respectively. 
Let r > 1 denote the ratio of the dimensions of Yl and of I’. 
Suppose that E is in (0, 1) and that M> 2. For some G, G,, V, Vi, r, and 
N as above, suppose that 
t < exp( $ s2N) 
and 
N(log N)-’ > 12r&-%2qZ 
LEMMA III. Then there exists a nonzero P, in H, such that: each coef- 
ficient of PN is an element of V and whenever P, is rewritten as a linear 
combination of the vurious I& Yktfjji, only those terms have a nonzero 
coef~cient for which \k;‘(j)l <MfN+eN. 
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Remark. Replacing each Ciklm in Lemma III by the product of 
Kronecker deltas SLS:Sb reduces the change of variables in (6) to 
It follows that for any P, satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma III, if a term 
involving n,“_ t Xklcjlj occurs in the original representation of P, then, for 
j= 1,2 ,..., M, each lky’(j)j <N/M-t&. 
Proof of Lemma III. The basic idea of our proof is the following: Con- 
sider CkcjJ a@(j)) n,“_, Xkcjjj, where the sum ranges over all MN possible 
k(j) and the cl(k(j)) are, as yet, undetermined elements of V. Write out 
each cr(k(j)), formally, using undetermined coefficients in G,. Use (6) to 
transform the above expressions, after multiplication by a product of fac- 
tors each in one of the rings isomorphic to G, with c, ,..., c,,,, adjoined, 
into Cklci) b(kl(j)) I-I,“_ 1 Yk,(j), where each /?(k,(j)) is a linear combination 
Of distinct power products Of the ci,&, with coefficients in V,. Equating a 
set of p(ki(j)) to zero leads to a set of linear homogeneous equations with 
coefficients in G, which are to be solved nontrivially in G,. From linear 
algebra, as one recalls, it suffices to show that the number of unknowns to 
be determined exceeds the number of equations, A counting argument will 
establish the latter inequality. 
The deepest counting argument needed is Lemma 4C on page 122 of 
[SJ, and (also) its proof. For each k,(j) as above, form the matrix (6;,,,,), 
where 6 denotes the Kronecker delta and u (1~ u < N) and u (1 < u < M) 
are the rows and column indices, respectively. Now apply Schmidt’s lem- 
ma 4C with Schmidt’s r1 = r2 = . . . =rrn = 1, and with Schmidt’s m and n 
replaced by our N and M, respectively. The conclusion obtained is that if 
M22, 
for at most 2MN exp(( - l/4) E’N) different functions k,(j). From the last 
line of the proof of Lemma 4C we obtain the stronger one-sided result that 
(k,‘(l)/ ;< -EN 
for at most MN exp(( -l/4) c2N) functions k,(j). Interchanging the first 
and kth rows of our matrices (Q,,,) we see that an inequality of the form 
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with 1 <:j< M, can hold for at most MN+’ exp( -$s’N) functions k,(j). 
The statement of Lemma 4C can be viewed as a specific, quantitative exam- 
ple of the Central Limit Theorem. To oversimplify: suppose that we are 
looking at those j, 1 <j< N, where a randomly chosen function k,(j) 
equals 1. Consider a success” to be each appearance of a 1 in the sequence 
of “trials” k,(l), k,(2),..., k,(N). The probability of tN successes, where 
0 < t d 1, approaches that of a particular normal distribution with mean 
l/M, as N+ 00. 
As indicated above, equating to zero each of the at most 
MN+ ’ exp( -$s2N) distinct ~~~~~j)) Leads to a system of linear 
homogeneous equations having coefficients in G,. We must bound the 
number of equations arising from equating a single J?(k,(j)) to zero. The 
change of variables in (6) may be inverted to yield, for j = 1,2,..., N, 
djx, = c qijk ykj (i<i<M) (6a) 
k=l 
where the ‘ptik are polynomials in the M*q different cifk,,, having total degree 
M - 1 and M, respectively. The qQk and 6 are also POiynOmialS in the bV& 
having total degree M- 1 and A4, respectively. Thus each (JJ,“_ , di) P, 
may be written as 
kd.t) j= 1 
where every p(k,(j)) is a polynomial of degree (A4 - 1) N in the c,,,(with 
coefficients in k’,) which when written in terms of the elements of a basis of 
Y, over Gi has coefficients that are homogeneous hnear forms over GI in 
the (as yet undetermined) coefficients of Pw 
By Lemma I of [7], say, the number of distinct ways of dividing (A4 - I ) 
N objects into M2q2 classes is 
( 
(M-1)N$M2q2-1 
> M2q2-1 . 
Thus equating each @(/cl(j)) to zero leads to less than (MN-t M’q2)M2q’ 
(dimension of V,) linear homogeneous equations with coefftcients in G, . 
Our proof comes down to showing that 
(MN + M’q2)M242(dimension V,) exp ( (2 eI> M)*’ < MN(dimension V) 
or 
(M+N+M2q2)MZ42exp $E’N r<t. 
( 1 
Since O<E< 1, if 
(Nlog N) -’ > 128 --2M2q2 
i - 
a2N CX;,og rj (7) 
it must be that 
so N2 > MN. 
Therefore, 
Also N> 12, so 
M2q2 ~og(~N+ M2q2) < 3M2q’ log N = M’q*(3 log N). 
Using (7) this is seen to be less than 
This proves Lemma III. 
C, From the P,v to Differential Polynomials 
Suppose that F and K are as in part A of this section, ~1~~ ,,..., a0 are 
elements of F, and F has characteristic zero. Consider now the linear 
homogeneous differential equation 
By a theorem of Kolchin [S], there exists a differential field F an exten- 
sion field of F, which contains a set of solutions fi ,...& to 19) such that 
W(fi ,...,f,) # 0. The “general solution” of (9) is a linear combination of 
f,,...tf,. By adjoining q2 constant i~dete~i~ates to F we can, without loss 
of generality, produce a set of fi ,..., f, for which the S’-‘(&), for 1 < i G q 
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and 1 <j< 4, are algebraically inde~ndent over F. Supposing that the 
6’ - ‘(fj) above are algebraically independent over F, set Fl = F(fi , S(f, f,..., 
Sq-‘(fi);...;fq, S(f,),..., dq- ‘(fq)) and let K, be the constant field of F,. Let 
the Aikm be M2q nonzero elements of F,. 
We wish to form P, as in Lemma III. Our algebra A will be 
F, 0 . . . 0 F, , where the product is N-fold over K, . Set each 
b,, = J 0 ... @l@A,,@ ‘.’ @J 
where A,, is in the jth place. Set G = F, and G, = K,. We require that V 
should be of the form W @ . . . @ W, an N-fold tensor product over K (not 
over K,), where W is included in or equal to the ring generated over K by 
fw.9fq; -JflllY.* &fMq is a (finite dimensional) vector space over K. Let Wl 
be the vector space generated over K by all products each of the form an 
element of W times a power product of the elements A,,,r and f,. 1 & 16 4, 
having total degree A4 - 1. Set Yl = W, @ ... 0 W, an N-fold tensor 
product over K. Let s>, 1 denote the ratio of the dimensions of W, and W 
(so Y = sN). Denote by t the dimension over K, of the K, vector space 
generated by the elements of W,. 
Suppose 
O<E< 1, M> 2, s -=c exp(b2) 
and 
, 
We shall call these requirements “conditions (lo).” When conditions (10) 
hold then, by Lemma III, a P, exists as described in Lemma III. Where 
U , ,..., U, are differential indeterminates over F1, replace each X, in P, by 
10 .** @U,@ ... @ 1, where Ui is in thejth place. Let ul,..., uM be chosen 
in F. Suppose that the dimension of the vector space generated over K, by 
all products of the form a ui (1 < i 6 q) times an element of W is Mt. Then 
Lemma II applies. Extend I7, and 0, to ((F,(U, ,..., U,))), in the obvious 
manner, Write P, as P&U1 ,..., U,). 
LEMMA IV. There exists a function j from ( l,..., N] to ( l,..., Mr } such 
that 
n,qu- 1 ...D~‘~-iP~(u~,..‘, U,)#O (11) 
at Ui=zfir 1 giif%f. 
Let QN denote the differential polynomial in (I 1). The following result is 
immediate from Lemma III with ~2q*N different b,,, each being of the 
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form b,, = 1 @ ... @(A,,f,)@ ... 01, where the Aikmf, is in the jth 
place. Set Cy=, ciklmfi =fih. 
LEMMA V. Under conditions (lo), QN when rewritten as a dtfferential 
polynomial in the 
equals a sum monomials each of the form 
fi (iv(‘)-- lVkl,,)) 
,=I 
fortwofunctionsi,(j)andk,(j)from (l,..., N} to (l,..., Mt)and(l,..., M}, 
respectively, such that for each k (1 6 k 6 M) the complete inverse image of 
k under k, has cardinality less than M/N + EN. 
Suppose the generators of W have degree at most ZY Let X(N) denote 
the vector space over K generated by all power products of the 6j-‘(Aik,,,), 
the P’(x,-,), and the @’ (U,) with i,j, and j, each bounded by Mt: of 
total degree at most NT+ NMt in the 6j~‘(ArknI) and the 6’-‘(a,_ ,); of 
toal degree exactly N in the 6 ‘I ~ ‘(V,); and of total degree in S at most 
NMt- 1. 
LEMMA VI. Under the hypotheses of Lemma V, we may assume that QN 
is in X(N). 
Proof The coefficients of the power products of the 6j1- ‘(Ui) in QN, as 
described in Lemma V, are power products of the 6j- ‘(Aikm), S’(f,), and 
the 6” ~ ‘(U,), where the degree is at most NT and the sum of the powers of 
6 appearing in a product is at most N(Mt - 1). Since thef, each satisfy (9) 
we can use (9) (more correctly (9) and the equations obtainable from (9) 
by differentiation) to rewrite the coefficients of Q,,, so that no derivative of 
fr of order greater than q - 1 appears. We obtain a sum of terms each of the 
form a product of 6jP ‘(f,)( 1 <j< q) times a product of 6j- ‘(a/). The sum 
of the powers of 6 appearing in each term is still N(Mt - 1 ), at most. The 
degree of each product in the various P’(c(,) is seen (by induction) to be 
at most N(Mt - 1). 
Thus we have written the QN in Lemma V as a sum of terms each of the 
form a differential polynomial Qh, which is in X(N) times a power product 
of the &‘(f,), where 1 <iQq and 1 <16q. 
Recall that the Si’p’(f,) and the @ ‘(fikm), for 1 <i, <q, 1 <iz<q, 
1 d 1~ q, 1 < 16 M, 1 < k < M, and 1 Q m < q, are algebraically independent 
over F. The conditions requiring the vanishing of certain coefficients, when 
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QN is expanded in terms of the V, and their derivatives, impose certain 
linear conditions with coefficients in 
upon the coefficients of QN. It follows that each Q, which is not identically 
zero at Uj = ui satisfies these linear conditions also. Substituting such a Qh 
for QN, we have demonstrated Lemma VI. 
Let Y denote a differential indeterminate. 
LEMMA VII. Under the hypotheses of Lemma VI, there exists a QN 
satisfying both Lemma VZ and QN( YZA ,,... Yu~) = YNQ,(u, ,..., u,,,,). 
Proof. Replace each U, in Q(U,,..., LJW) by YU,. Carry out the change 
of variables 
and see (using Lemma V) that we obtain a sum of monomials each of the 
form ny= 1 #lci)-‘( YV k,,j,) for two functions i,(j) and k,(j) from {l,..., N} 
to { l,..., Mt } and ( l,..., M), respectively, such that for each k ( 1 6 k < M) 
the complete inverse image of k under k, has cardinality less than 
N/M+ EN. Rewrite Q( YU, ,..., YU, ) as a sum of (coefficient) differential 
polynomials in V, ,..., V,, times a collection of power products of the 
~5~ ‘(Y); next rewrite Q( YU,,..., YU,) as a sum of (coefficient) differential 
polynomials in U I ,..., U, differing power products of the 6’- ‘(Y). Com- 
paring coefficients of like power products of the 6’+ ‘(Y) we see that each 
nonzero coefficient differential polynomial must satisfy the conditions in 
Lemmas V and VI. 
Define the weight of a differential polynomial in the Uj to be the 
maximum, over all distinct power products of the 6”- ‘(U,), of the sum of 
the exponents of 6. Note that the coefficient of Y”‘, i.e., QN(U, ,..., U,) has 
greater weight than any other coefficient differential polynomial. Now 
QN( u1 ,..., uM) # 0. If every other coefficient differential polynomial does 
vanish at Ui = ui, we are through. Otherwise choose a coefficient differen- 
tial polynomial of strictly lower weight than Q,(U, ,..., U,) that does not 
vanish at Ui = ui as a replacement for Q,,, in Lemmas V and VI. After a 
finite number of such replacements we have 
Qdyu,,..., Yu,)= Y”Q,&J,, . . . . U,)#O. 
LEMMA VIII. For the differential polynomial shown to exist in Lem- 
maVI1, even if the 6”-‘(fLkm) for l<iI<q, l<ifM, l<k<M, and 
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I ,< m d q, are a~~ebraiFa~ly dependent over F, and (or) some oj the A rkm UYP 
zero, the conclusions of Lemmas V, VI, and VII remain valid provided the 
change of variables from Ui, to the VA is invertible. 
Proof: The 6” - ’ (f;km) being algebraically dependent over F means that 
the Cilkm are algebraically dependent and that all expressions which were 
zero under the conditions of the 6’1~ ’ (J;J being algebraically independent 
are still zero but some formally nonzero expressions are now zero. 
Since Qhi(u, ,..., uM) # 0, however, this is all to the good. If some Aiknr # 0 
replace it by 1 and replace .fikrn by zero (if it is not zero already), which 
reduces to the previous case. This proves Lemma VIII. 
Remark. The 6’- ‘( ff), for I 6 i < q and 1 < I6 cl, are still required to be 
algebraically independent over F. This reflects itself at the stage of Lem- 
ma VIII only in possible requirements upon the field K,. Given any 
gi,..., g, which are solutions of (9) and which are such that (6’- ‘(g,)), for 
1~ i< q and 1 d I6 q, is nonsingular we can define q solutions of (9) 
f, = Q, , k,g,, where the k, are chosen to be algebraically independent 
over F with g, ,..., gp and their derivatives adjoined. As is easily seen, the 
existence of a nontrivial linear dependence relation among the U, with coef- 
ficients in the vector space over K, generated by the elements of W implies 
that the same sort of dependence relation holds when g, is substituted for/, 
(I< 1 <q) in the de~nitions of F, and K,. Thus the field of constants in 
Lemmas VII and VIII need only be that obtained by adjoining q solutions, 
f, ,...,f, for which (Sj-- ‘(fi)) is nonsingular. 
II 
A. Nevanlinna-Kolchin Systems 
A Nevaniinna-Kolchin system consists of a differential field F charac- 
teristic zero, a set of real numbers Y, a (real) vector space W of (extended) 
real valued functions on a space X, and a mapping L from all nonzero 
elements of F to W. We require that for each Y in Y there exist a positive 
Iinear functional Sy from W to R. (Positivity means S,,(w) 3 0 ~~he~eve~ 
w > 0 at each point x in X.) These objects are each subject to a number of 
conditions which will soon be stated. 
In Nevanlinna theory, F is a field of functions each meromorphic on 
some region X. For every r in some subinterval Y of (0, + co) and each f 
not identically zero on X, log (f 1 belongs to W, where W is the collection 
of all functions Lebesgue integrable on 121 = r for each r in Y. Finally, S, is 
the Lebesgue integral over 121 =r. (In C”, )zt* means C;=i Izj[‘.) 
In the situation of a valued differential field, F is the valued differential 
tieId and L(f) is the function which is constantly equal to log j f /, where 
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now IfI means the norm off. Here W is the set of all real valued constant 
functions and every S, is the identity function. 
A Nevanlinna-Kolchin system satisfies the following four conditions: 
(i) If w1 and w2 are in W then so is max(w,, wZ). Let Pas(w) denote 
the function which is 1 if w > 0 and zero otherwise. For each w in W, 
w’=wPos(w) and w-= -w(l--OS(W)) are in W. Set L+(w)=L(w+). 
Define L- (w) similarly. 
(ii) Let the tj (1 <j< m) and the s, (1 6 1 <m) be nonzero elements 
of F, as is c;=, t, JJ;= 1 SF’, where the ej, are a set of nonnegative integers. 
There exist nonnegative real numbers c(el, ,..., em,,); which are monotone 
increasing functions of n, m, and &e,- only, such that if 
then 
L+ 
( 
jcl tj fi SY)~maX(L+(tj))f~(max(ej,))L+(s,) 
I=1 I 
- (min (e,d) Lp h)) + dell ,..., e,). 
i 
(iii) In the same situation as (ii) except that L+(c,“=: 1 tj n;= 1 37’) < 0 
we have 
L- (~lt~fil~?~) j 
2 - max (L+(tj))+C (min (ej,) L-(s)) 
, j 
- (max (ej,)) L+(s,)) - dell ,..., emn). 
j 
Set m+(y, t)=S,,(L+(t)) and m-(y, t)=S,(L-(t)) for each in F such 
that L(t) is in W. 
(iv) There exists a subring R of F such that for each p # 0 in R there 
exists a real number K, depending only upon p, so that 
for all y in Y. 
B. Examples of Nevanlinna-Kolchin Systems 
This continues the remarks in A.) Let F be a differential field of charac- 
teristic zero with derivation 6 and constant field K. Suppose that 1 1 is a 
nonnegative mutiplicative function defined on all elements of F, i.e., lfgl = 
IfI lgl for all F and g in F. Suppose, further, that this multiplicative 
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function obeys the triangle inequality and IfI only vanishes whenf’is the 
constantly zero function. For all nonzero y in F set L(y) = log 1~1. 
For part (ii) of the conditions of a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system, because 
Suppose the maximum occurs at j =j, Then the above is 
< log m + log + ) t, ) - log ) ti, I + 1 ei,,(log + Is,] - log- /s,l ) 
< log m + max(log + I t,l ) + C (max (e,,)) log + /s/J 
I 
-Fm;n (e,l))log- Id). ' 
i 
This proves part (ii). 
(Set logO= -ED.) Suppose each (yil <nz-‘. Then, jy, + ... +?,,I < 
IYll + ‘.’ + lYnzl Gm(maxi(lYjl))d 1. Hence, log- I?/, + ‘.. +Yml 3 
-log m + minj(logP I?,/). If on the other hand, minj(log -- Iv,l) < log m, the 
last inequality holds trivially. 
For part (iii) of the Nevanlinna-Kolchin conditions we obtain 
1% ~ lIzi”= 1 ti n;= 1 S’jrl > -log m + (min,(log - It, n;= , s;“I ). If the mini- 1 
mum occurs at j=j, this is larger than or equal to -log m + log- It,,1 - 
log+ I.tj,l + ~jej,,(lOgp JSJ - log+ IsJ) > -1Ogm - max,(log+ Itjl) X  
Cj (mlni(ej,)) log- ISII - C, ( maxj(ejl)) log+ Is,/. This demonstrates parts 
(ii) and (iii) of the conditions for a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system. 
For parts (i) and (iv) let us consider Nevanlinna theories first. If F is the 
field of all functions meromorphic on C and if R is the subring of all 
functions analytic there, then (iv) is implied by Nevanlinna’s First Fun- 
damental Theorem, where S,(w)= (277)’ Jf w(re”) d9 for all r in 
(0, + co) = Y and W is the class of all functions which are Lebesgue 
integrable (to a finite value) on each set lr’( = Y. (In C” the integral in the 
definition becomes n-fold and IzI means c;=, Izil”.) 
With a valued differential field, for parts (i) and (iv) set W equal to the 
set of constant (real valued) functions. Let R be a subring of F such that if 
p is in R and p # 0 then IpI 2 1. Let S, equal the identity function, for each 
value of r. 
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C. Proof of the Fundamental Inequality (i.e., Theorem I) 
Assume that we have a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system. Let M > 1, q, and r 
be natural numbers. Let the aj (0 <j < q - 1) be elements of the quotient 
field of R. Suppose that the dikmn, for 1 <i<M, 1 <k<M, l<M<q, and 
1 <n < r, belong to F and each satisfy the linear homogeneous differential 
equation. 
6q(y)+aq_,6q-1(y)+ ... +a,y=O (12) 
where the a,- 1 are in the quotient field of R for 1 < 16 q. Suppose that 
A,,9 for 1 < i < M, 1 <k < M, and 1 <m 6 q, are elements of R. Suppose, 
further, that for n = 1,2,..., r, the changes of variables 
are each invertible. 
Let E, 0 <E < 1, be given along with a set of u ,,..., u,,,, in R. Choose 
N> 24c2M2q2 log*(24&-*M2q2) 
and 
f > 8&c’(q + M*q) M 
to each be natural numbers. 
By a result due to Kolchin [8] there exists a differential field F, 
extending F if necessary) in which (12) has q solutions f, ,...,f, such that 
(6’-‘(f,)), for 1 < i < q and 1 < 1~ q, is nonsingular. Let K, denote the con- 
stant field of F,. 
Suppose that u, ,..., uM satisfy no nontrivial linear dependence relation 
having coefficients among the polynomials (over K,) of (total) degree less 
than or equal to r in f,,...,f, and the Aikm. It will be shown that Lem- 
mas VI, VII, and VIII apply for this N and W as well as the remark after 
Lemma VIII. 
Suppose that fand d, are two nonzero elements of F with d, having the 
property that dNQN(ul,..., u,,,,) is an element of R. Using Lemma VIII write 
d,Q,(u, ,...> u,,,,)=dNfNQN(ulf-~I,..., u,,,,f-I). 
Using the expansion of QN(UI,..., U,) in terms of the Vk,,‘s (for each fixed 
n every k between 1 and M, inclusively) with each Ui replaced by ui and 
every V,, replaced by the 
‘kn= 5 
i=l 
( 2 Aikrndiknm) Uir 
WI=1 
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we may rewrite AQN as 
fNdN c de> k, fi @ecj)-“(U,k(,,f-‘)) 
ek J-I 
for two functions e(j) and k(j) from (l,..., N) to { l,..., Mt) and { l,..., Iw>, 
respectively. Let A,( p1 ,..., p,,.,) denote 
xan(e5 kf fi (~““-‘(~~k(j~f-‘)(U,k(i)f~~~i)-l) 
j= 1 
where the sum is over all ordered pairs of functions (e, k, ) such that for 
every k,, 1 <k, < 44, the complete inverse image of k, under k has car- 
dinality Pk,. Note that 
~NQN(~, ,“*3 u&f)= c fN~N~~(~l,..,,~~) fi @,k(j)f-‘1. 
PL%....PM /=I 
Set Q, = Q,(f) = m.a.x-,,pl ,___, PM (L+(A,(p,,...,p,))+L(d,~), where 
m.a.x. indicates that the maximum is not just over the r changes of 
variables above but over the up to (G) invertible changes of variables 
which can be constructed from these Mr equations. (Denote by rI the num- 
ber of such changes of variables and let them be indexed by n 1, not n.) 
Below let Max(C,M_, L-(U&f-‘)) and Min(C,“, L+(U&f-l)) denote 
the respective functions on X which equal, at each point x in A’, 
maxk(xf= 1 L-(%kf-‘1) and mink(Gfz 1 L’t%kf-‘)). 
Recall c(ell ,..., e,,,,J as in parts (ii) and (iii) of the conditions of a 
Nevanlinna-Kolchin system. Let C,,, be max(c(e,, ,..., emn)), where the 
maximum is over all partitions of N into at most M subsets. Let KN be 
K dN4N as defined in part (iv) of the conditions of a Nevanlinna-Kolchin 
system. 
Recall A4 > 1. 
THEOREM I. UPrder the above conditions 
(-& Of- lb) S, (Max (kt, L-(Q~~~?)) + &AL-ff)) 
PpoaJ: First we shall demonstrate that conditions (10) are satisfied, 
Here W is generated by all products of total degree r in the different Aikm 
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andf,, for l<i<M, l<k<M, l<m<q, and 1616q. Then W, is 
included in the set of all products of degree r + M - 1 in these q(M2 + 1) 
elements. Therefore W, has dimension at most 
r+M-l+q(M2+1)-1 
q(kP+l)-1 
and W has dimension equal to 
( r+q(MZ+l)-l 1 q(M2+1)-1 . 
Thus their ratio, which we have previously denoted by s, equals 
M y(M2-i l)  1 
< l+r ( 1 < exp(r-’ q(M3 + M)). 
If r3 8s +2q(M3 + M), the product above (that is, s) is less than 
exp(&sf2); hence, 
To complete showing that conditions (10) are satisfied we need only 
verify (for use when x=N) that if x>zlog* z, and z>e2, then 
x(log x) -’ > z. Now write, for n 1 = l,..., I~, 
~NQ~uI>..., u,)= c fN4d.(~w.>~,wu) fi h,kf-7 pk. 
PI..-.,PM k=l 
Recall from Lemma V that for each k, 1 <kg M, pk -c N/M+ EN if 
A,(P~,..., p,) # 0. Thus, if L + (A N Qhr) > 0 at a point xi in X, then at x, , for 
n, = l,..., r,, by (ii) of the Nevanlinna-Kolchin system conditions, 
k=l 
- f (k- (M- 1) E) NL-(v,,,J-‘) 
k=l 
+ NL+(f)-NL-(f)+(O,-L(d,))+L+(d,)+C,. (14) 
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Analogously, for each k, , we see using (iii) of the Nevanlinna-Kolchin 
system conditions, that 
L-(A,&,)> g -&(M-1)~ NL-(u,,,.f ‘1 
k=l 
- ;i ($+++,,,,,f- ‘)+NL-(f) 
- NL+(f)-(O,-L(d,))+L-(A,)-C,. (15) 
At x in X pick n; and fi, ( 1 6 n; d Y, and 1 6 ti, d r, ) such that 
and 
min 
nl 
( 2 Lf(U,kfrn 7) 
k=l 
occur at n; (=n;(x)) and fii (=ti,(x)), respectively. We shall show that 
there exists El (=ti,(x)) such that we may set 
n; =n, =ri,. (16) 
Assuming the truth of (16), set n, =fi,(x) in both (14) and (15). Next mul- 
tiply each term of (14) by Pos L(.4, QN) and apply S,. term by term. Then 
multiply each term of (15) by 1 - Pos L(d,Q,) and apply S., term by 
term. Using condition (iv) of a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system we obtain, 
upon combining the two estimates, 
+ S.vC@N + C,) + K,, (17) 
where the maximum and the minimum are pointwise (they are in W by (i) 
of the conditions of a NevanlinnaaKolchin system). Divide (17) through 
now by N, obtaining (13). 
All that remains of the proof is to show (16). If no L-(unlkf -‘) is zero 
there is nothing to show. Set tii =tii. If some L-(unlkf -‘) =O, say at 
k= k,, it must be possible to replace Unlk, f -’ by some u+f -I, where 
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1 <k, < 44, and maintain a set of A4 linearly independent v,,k)s. Con- 
tinuing, one arrives at an invertible change of variables u,,~ such that (i) 
these v,,~ for which L-(u,,,f- ‘) >O include all u,,k such that 
L-(usIkf-‘) > 0 and (ii) those u,,~ for which L+(u,,,,f-‘) > 0 are among 
the v,+. By the respective maximality and minimality conditions, we are 
through. This proves Theorem I. 
Remark. We wish to be able to apply the ideas in Theorem I under 
more general assumptions about f,,...,f, and the Aikm. We wish to be able 
to assume that they can satisfy dependency relations over K,: W and W, 
are now to be generated by the respective power products of the f, ,...,f,, 
and the A,,. If QN(ul ,..., u,,,,) = 0, then Cy= 1 w,ui= 0, where the wi are 
elements of W which are not all zero. Assume O(P), for some CI > 0 
independent of r is an upper bound on the dimension of each space W, . 
For each r, r= 1, 2 ,..., let e(r) and e,(f) denote the respective dimensions 
of W and W,. Now 
fi (e,(t)(e(t))~‘)~e,(T)bO(r”). 
/=I 
Thus for some t, 1 < t 6 r, 
e,(t)(e(t))F’ <exp(a(log f) r-l). 
Suppose we need to satisfy (10). There exists r, = O(E-* log* E-‘) such 
that for some t satisfying 1 6 t <I’,, (10) holds with s=e,(t)(e(t))-‘. (Use 
the inequality that if x> z log2 z and z > e2 then x(log x) ~ ’ > z,) Then 
degree r in the proof of Theorem I may be replaced by degree t, where 
1<t<r,,,= 0(&-21og2&- 1). 
Note that when the constant implied by the bound O(P) is effectively 
computable then so also is the constant implied by O(se2 log’ 8-l). (Note 
also that the bound on r appearing in Theorem I is O(E -*), so the 
relaxation of the independence condition has exacted only a small cost.) 
III 
A. Four Results in Nevanlinna Theory Implied by Theorem I 
Consider any Nevanlinna theory defined on a field of functions F. Sup- 
pose that this Nevanlinna theory is describable in terms of a Nevanlin- 
na-Kolchin system: (i.e., m( r, g) = S,( L + ( g) ) for each g in F. Suppose R is 
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the ring of all functions g such that T(r, g) =m(r, g). Also suppose 
Nevanlinna’s First Fundamental Theorem holds: that is, for all g in R, 
Although other bounds are also (potentially) of interest we shall only con- 
sider the bound on derivatives given by Nevanlinna’s lemma on the 
logarithmic derivative; i.e., 
The 0, o, and (( notations have not yet been defined for Nevanlin- 
na-Kolchin systems. We shall mean the following: When Y = (a, + m) we 
shall mean by either the 0 or o notations that the respective limits are as 
r + + co. If Y= (a, b), where b < + co, we shall mean that the limit 
statement holds as G--‘(r) -+ so, for some agreed upon continuous strictly 
monotone increasing function G from (1, + m ) onto (a, b). The mark 11 at 
the end of an inequality involving r will mean that it holds with the excep- 
tion of a set of points r having an inverse image E (under G) such that 
lim n _ + ru p(En (n, n + 1)) = 0. The “conventional” Nevanlinna theories for 
functions on the domains C, c” (n 3 l), the unit disk, and on any finite 
sheeted Riemann surface over the sphere all satisfy the above requirements. 
(On C” consider a countable subfield of functions and let 6 be a directional 
derivative which only sends to zero constant functions. On the other 
domains set 6 = d/d=. In each case K= C. When the domain is C”, the 
Lemma on the Logarithmic Derivative holds by a recent theorem of Vitter 
[9]. When dealing with algebroid functions, analogues of Nevanlinna’s 
theorems hold and we again have a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system. (See 
[lo]. Note Sario’s generalizations to general Riemann surfaces in [ 1 l-131. 
Perhaps Sario’s theories are also expressible as Nevanlinna-Kolchin 
systems.) 
Below let R denote the set of functions holomorphic at each point of the 
domain in question (Cn, the unit disk, etc.) Assume that U, ,..., uM, andfare 
each in R. Suppose M> 1. Let p be a positive integer. Suppose that the 
di/cn 1 l<i<M, l<k<M, and ldndp are elements of R or satisfy a 
manic (the lead coefficient is unity) algebraic equation with coefficients in 
R. The latter case gives rise to algebroid functions. Consider the linear dif- 
ferential equation 
Wd, t..., d,,,,v)NWd,,...> 4&‘=0 (18) 
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where W denotes the Wronskian determinant, di,..., d,, is a basis of the 
vector space generated over C by the functions dri,,..., d,, and their con- 
jugate algebroid functions in case our Nevanlinna theory is the one 
described in [lo]. (In this case R is the set of, single valued, entire 
functions. We restrict to such special algebroid functions, without any real 
loss of generality, for technical reasons.) It is easy to show (see [ 143) that 
(18) may be written in the form 
Y ‘nl) + a,, _ 1 p ~ ’ ) + . . . + lx0 y = 0, 
where each a, is in the quotient field of R. Further, if we assume that each 
m(r,ii)m(r,d;‘)=o(~,m(r,u,)) (l~j~nl)II 
then every CQ is a quotient of elements /II and y, of R such that 
m(r, B,) - m(r, P; ‘) + m(r, YJ - m(r, I!;’ 1 
= o(~,-(r,ui)) Il. 
Now apply Theorem I where E is in (0, l), each A,, is 6: (the Kronecker 
delta), each dikmn = 6kdiknr and with A, being such that 
m(r, AN) - m(r, Ai’) = o(C,M_, m(r, ui)). Note that (l/N) KdNQN is a con- 
stant. The term (l/N) S,( 0,) is 
(Here the o term comes from terms involving the logarithmic derivatives 
of the vitjjk, while the 0 term comes from the coefficient of A,Q, when 
rewritten in terms of the uicjjk. Note that we have used Nevanlinna’s First 
Fundamental Theorem as well as the Lemma on the Logarithmic 
Derivative.) Thus 
Suppose that for each n, 1~ n <p, every change of variables 
u,k= f diknUi (1 <k<M) 
,=I 
is invertible. For each nonzero fin R we shall denote by 
,f log- IDnkf-‘l 
k=l 
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and 
z log+ lo,kf-‘1 
k= 1 
the pointwise maximum and the pointwise minimum over the r changes of 
variables corresponding to n = 1, 2,..., p. Recall A4 z 2. 
THEOREM II. For each 6 > 0, 
(27~)’ j:’ Max ( f 
n k=l 
,< (l+s)(2n)lj2nMin( f 
0 n k=l 
In the complex plane one can replace the E above by o(l), as we now 
show: simply choose a sequence Y, 6 r2 < .. . such that (19) holds for all 
r>r, with a=j-l and with the Lebesgue measure of (r,, CC ) n (the excep- 
tional set) being less than j-‘. 
This yields: 
THEOREM III. Under the above conditions 
(271))’ j’” Max ( f 
0 n k=l 
~(1 +0(1))(271))’ [2n Min ( f 
0 n k=l 
Setf- 1. Often m(r, u, ,..., u,+,) is defined for vectors (u, ,..., Us) having no 
common zeros to be 
(2X) ’ (In , $y”, (log Iq (re’“)) ds1 
which is 
2; (271) ’ j,‘” ( f log lu,(re”“)l) dSr 
/=I 
a-& (271))’ i;” Min ( f log’ Iv,&t) (re’l’) da. 
0 n k=l 
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Note that if we define up+ l,k = uk, 1 < k S M, when applying Theorem III 
we have 
m(r, Ul,..., uM)>k(2n)l .r,‘” Min( n 
f log+ /unkl) (re”) d9. 
k=l 
Therefore (20) implies that 
(2x)-’ j’” Max ( $ log- 1~~~1) (re”) d8 
0 n k=l 
G (M + o(l)) m(r, ul ,..., uMu) Il. 
In case we have one change of variables, i.e., 
~~~=iZ,d.l~~i 
Vlk=Uk (26ksM) 
we have (recall M> 2): 
THEOREM IV. The following inequality holds: 
(2~)~’ ~~zlog- / 2 d,,,uil (re’“) d9< (M+ o(1)) m(r, uI,..., Us) I(. 
i=l 
Now suppose we set f = uM. Then we must estimate (l/N)S,(O,) again. 
In this new case it becomes o(CiM_ 1 m(r, uiu;‘)). Then the analogue of 
Theorem III gives (for a possibly different E > 0) 
(27~~’ jo2r Max( 2 log- 
n k=l 
bnk%i’ 1) (ye”‘) da 
d (1+0(l)) M(2n) 
+ (2x)-’ [*” Min ( 
I 
2n 
1 log (u~MJ (rei3) d8 
0 
1) (re”) d9 . 
This last may be replaced by 
r, uiu&‘) + M(m(r, 1.4~) - m(r, ~5’)) 
> 
which equals 
M-l 
(I+ o(1)) C m(r, uiu&‘)+ MN(r, 24;‘) . 
i=l > 
MII2I!?-9 
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If M= 2 and if U, and u2 have no common zeros set each 
VIII = 4,n u, + U24,n and each v,,~ = z+. Then 
$, (,( 
m r ul, u;’ + d2,ndGfi)eeL) + m(r, u, ~2’) 
< (1 +o(l))(m(r, u,u,‘)+2N(r, u,u;,))+m(r, u’uz’) I(, (21) 
since: 
(i) the m(r, u,u;‘) on each side can be ignored; 
( 
M-l 
(ii) (1 +0(l)) C m(r, z4iz4;1)+MN(r, u;’ 
i= I 4 
= (1 +o(l))(m(r, u,u;‘)+2N(r, UC’)) 
= (1 +O(l))(m(r, u,u;‘)+2N(r, 24’24;‘)) 
as U, and u2 have no common zeros; and 
(iii) LEMMA IX. 
D 
2 m(c (UIU;’ + 41ndfifi)-1) + O(max(m(r, d,,,) + m(r, d,,,))) 
n=l 
n 
d (27cr’ 1;’ ,t max(log- Idllnulu;’ + d,,,()(r exp(ie)) de. 
Proof: Let w be complex. Let S be a finite set of complex numbers; 
S= (zn}. Suppose w is not in S and (by choice of subscripting) Iw + z,l = 
min,(Iw+z,(). Foreachna2, /z,-z,l d I(w+z,)j + j(~+z,,)/ ~2 jw+z,I. 
Thus, 
log-- Jw+z,I ,<log2+log- /z,-z,I, 
ifn>l. 
It follows that 
Clog- (w+z,I d c (log2+log- (z,-z,()+log- IW+z,l 
” PI>’ 
< 1 (log 2 + log- lz,, -zJ)+max (log- lw+z,l), 
nlfn2 
n 
Note the two extremes above are independent of subscripting. Suppose that 
the dZLnd$ and U, u;’ are distinct functions. On z = r exp(ie), 0 < 8 < 271, 
substitute (u,u;‘)(z) for w and (dzlnd,yft)(z) for z, and average (deleting a 
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set of measure zero where the two functions agree or where any of these 
functions has a pole) obtaining 
Since 
‘* max log- \dl,,uizql + d2J (r exp(i0)) dQ 
max (log- Iu, u;~’ + d,,,d;Al (r exp(iO)) do) 
d s 
2x max ((log d,,,)(r exp(ie))l) d0 
0 n 
= O(max b(r, dll,) + m(r, d,,,))), n 
the desired inequality holds upon noting that 0(x,, fn2 m(r, (d,,,,d;A, - 
d21nld&-1)) = O(max, (m(r, d,,,) + m(r, dlJ)), by Nevanlinna’s First 
Fundamental Theorem. 
In a recent paper [ 151, Dale Brownawell showed for the Nevanlinna 
theory on C” that if the hi (I< i < M) are meromorphic, the gi are entire, 
Cf2 1 T(r, 4) = 4CiM_ 1 T( r, @I)), and the egi are linearly independent over 
the field of meromorphic functions generated by the hi, 7’(r, CE 1 h,e”‘) 2 
(l+o(l))max,(T(r,eg’)). 
Suppose T(r, egM) = maxJ T(r, egg)) and h, # 0. Brownawell’s result can 
be concluded from inequality (20) with U, = eg’ (1~ i < M), when on the left 
max, (C,“= 1 log- IuJ) is replaced by C;“= 1 log- (eg’( while on the right 
min,(z,“_ 1 log+ Iu,,J) is replaced by (xi”=;’ log+ legj) + log+ ICE 1 hieg’l. 
Clearly then T(r, CE 1 hiegi) 2 (1 + o(l))( T(r, egM)). Also generalizations of 
Brownawell’s result must exist where one merely assumes that the sum of 
the defects of each ui equals 1. 
We close this section by noting that if one did not demand a term of as 
small growth as o( 1) but was satisfied instead with the corresponding 
bound when o( 1) is replaced by E > 0 it would not be necessary to insist 
that &, m(r, dikn) = o(CE 1 m(r, uJ); instead it is enough that 
&, m(r, dikn) d 6 (CE I m(r, q)), for some 6 = B(E) > 0. 
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B. A Needed Digression on Shidlovski rvpe Bounds in Valued D@rential 
Fields 
In this section we shall prove a Shidlovski type of bound upon the size of 
linear forms in valued differential fields. The flow of the preceding 
arguments is, perhaps, interrupted by the somewhat different type of 
argument needed here. Skimming this section upon a first reading might be 
a good idea. 
In this section we shall only need the upper bound IS(f)1 < c2 /fl, which 
Kolchin showed holds for all fin a valued differential field F, and not the 
lower bound /S(f)1 > ci Lfl if IfI < 1. Therefore in Section C we shall prove 
our results for a more general mathematical object than a valued differen- 
tial field. 
Let F be a differential field of characteristic zero and let q be a positive 
integer. As we have remarked before, Kolchin showed in [ 11 that given a 
q th order linear homogeneous differential equation 
Y-1 
WV) + c CdY) =o (22) 
/=o 
having coefficients in F there exists an extension field F, of Fin which (22) 
has q linearly independent solutions f,,...,f, which generate the solution 
space of (22). We suppose that (22) has at least one solutionf, in F. Now 
consider a linear homogeneous differential system 
&Y)=Mv, (23~ 
where M is a q x q matrix, jj is the q x 1 matrix (Si- r(y)) and 6(y) is the 
q x 1 matrix (6”(y)), for a differential indeterminate y. Set Q = (hi- ‘(A)), a 
q x q matrix. Letting the action of 6 on a matrix be to act on each entry we 
see that S(Q) = MQ. 
Using &QQ-‘)=O, S(Q-‘)= -Q-*8(Q) Q-l. Thus -Qs(Q-‘)Q= 
MQ, or S(Q-‘)= -Q-‘&f. Set S=Q-‘. Where T denotes transpose we 
have 
6( ST) = - MTST. 
(24) 
EXAMPLE. Let F be the field of all “formal power series” of the form 
w = JT,Yzo aj.$-jJm-‘, for some natural number m (depending upon w), 
where n is an integer and each aj is a complex number. Let R be the ring of 
all polynomials in z with complex coefficients. If a, # 0, JwJ = exp(nm-‘). 
The solutions of (22) are not necessarily in a valued differential field exten- 
sion of F. Each solution f, can be taken to be of the form 
exp(rA(Ci”f= o wj,(log 2)‘) for some rl in F which has no nonnegative powers 
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of z, for some nonnegative integer n,, and for elements wir of F. (See [ 161, 
for example, for details.) We now return to the argument. 
The elements of Q can each be written in the form xj gjt-,, where the tl, 
are linearly independent over F. If any ratio of two expressions each of the 
form zj gjJj is in F then it follows that the element of F is the ratio of any 
two corresponding (non-zero) coefhcients. Below we shall consider power 
products of the components of Q. 
A norm is equivalent to an additive valuation y given by y = log( ( I ); see 
[Z]. Without loss of generality assume F is algebraically closed in F,. 
Extend y to F, as follows: Let 5 i ,..., t,,, be a transcendence basis of F, over 
F. Define y on each polynomial in the 5’s to be the maximum of y applied 
to each coefficient. By the proof of Gauss’ lemma, y is additive. Then let y 
be extended to the (finite) algebraic extension in the usual way; see [17]. 
Thus 1 1 extends to a norm on F, . (Nothing is claimed about F, being a 
valued differential field.) 
Let A > 1 denote an upper bound on the maximum of the norms of the 
entries of Q. Then, for d= 1, 2 ,..., the number Ad is an upper bound on the 
maximum of the norms of the power products of the entries of Q having 
order not exceeding d. Generally we cannot effectively compute A. 
EXAMPLE (continued). Each lfil = (exp(r,) ~~10 w,,(iog z)‘l < max( (wj,( ). 
Also if A > max ( wjrl and A > 1, then Ad is an upper bound for the norm of 
each power product of the J having degree at most d, for d= 1,2,.... 
In case the 01~ are in K(z) where K is a “computable” subfield (see [18]) 
of the complex numbers I showed (in [19]) how to effectively compute 
upper bounds on max( 1 wjr[ ). The rational numbers, for example, are such a 
computable subfield. Thus A is effectively computable if K is the field of 
rational numbers. We return (temporarily) to the general case. 
Let B > 1 be an upper bound on the values of the norms of the entries of 
Q-l. Then Bd is an upper bound on the norms of the entries of QP ‘, for 
d= 1, 2 ,.... Set Y= AB. 
EXAMPLE (continued). The matrix ST = (Q- l)T satisfies (24). Up to 
premultiplication by a constant matrix, ST has the following form: the qth 
row of ST consists of any q linearly independent solutions to the linear 
homogeneous differential equation 
4-l 
(-l)“@(y)+ 1 (-l)‘G’(x,.Y)=O. 
I=0 
The other rows may be recursively expressed in terms of the entries of 
higher indexed rows (and of their derivatives). For details see [20]. 
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From a knowledge of max( lfil ), 1 6 Id q, where J ,...,f, are a spanning 
set of solutions of (25), we may calculate B. If the M, are in K(z), where K is 
a computable subfield of the complex numbers B, then !P is also effectively 
computable. We return to the general case. 
Suppose that L # 0 is a linear form with coefficients in R, of all power 
products of the Sj- ‘(f,), for 1 <j 6 q. We wish to bound IL1 from below. 
Let the coefficients of L be denoted by ui, Set p = (“ZY), the number of all 
such monomials. Recall that Kolchin proved in [l] that IS(f)/ d c2 IfI for 
all f in F. Suppose that A in R is such that each Aa, is also in R. 
Let 2 2 max,( 1 Act,/ ) be greater than one. 
THEOREM VI. Under the above conditions, IL/ > c(maxi(lUil))-(Pp’), 
where c > Y’- ~(P+Y’A(-1/2’P(P+I’(C2~)(-1/2,(P’+2P,. 
Proof Let the y/i, 16 I < q and 16 i < q, be q2 algebraically indepen- 
dent constant indeterminates over F. Where M = (mjj) set 
and, for each fixed 1, 
Then 
~0. 
(Note that i, =j for the surviving terms of the second sum.) 
Set G= (yli), G-’ = (h,,), and Y= (Y,k). Set Y--l = (Z,,). Note that 
G= YS. 
For j = 0, l,..., each A2’DfL is again a linear form in the products of the 
6’P1(fi), 1 Qidq, of degree d. (Note that D(L=d:(L).) 
Suppose that L is written as a linear combination of power products of 
the Y, over the ring generated by R and the h,, ,..., h,,. (We extend the 
additive valuation y = log 1 1 to the ring F with hlI,..., h,, adjoined by 
setting each y(h,) =O, and y applied to a polynomial in the h,, ,..., h,, 
equals the maximum of the values obtained when y is applied to the coef- 
ficients. The extension of y to the quotient field is immediate.) Suppose that 
the coefficients of the powers of the Y,k are denoted by ui. Then the result 
of applying Az’D( is to change each vi into A2’Djvi, since every power 
product of the Yik’s is a constant with respect to D,. 
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The matrix of coefficients of the D{L is the Wronskian matrix of the 
functions vi (with respect to D1). If this Wronskian matrix has rank p1 <p 
we see that the p different vi are linearly dependent over the field of con- 
stants K1 of D, (in F(hll,..., h,,) = F(yl,,..., yy,))). Imagine rewriting L as a 
linear combination of the p1 linearly independent vi, say u1 ,..., up, with coef- 
ficients in K1. The Wronskian matrix W of u1 ,..., up1 with respect to D, is 
nonzero. Suppose that the (collected) coefficient of u1 in L is z, . Where the 
Wi are cofactors of W, we have that 
AP1(P~+‘)(&t W) u,,Z,= c (APl(P1+l)Wj)D{L. 
j=O 
Using G - ’ = YM rewrite A P1(pl+ “(det W), call it E, and the Apl(p’-‘)Wj, 
call them Ej, 0 < j<pI - 1, as elements of the ring generated by the 
elements of F, and Zll,..., Z,,. (Recall that F, = F(f,, 6(f2) ,..., By-‘(&)).) 
Note that E has degree p,d and that each E, has degree (p, - 1) d in the 
Z,‘s. The D{ L = DjL are each of degree at most din the ti,, and of degree d 
in the Y,, . One may rewrite the hi1 in terms of the Z,‘s and use Y = ZP ’ to 
rewrite the Y,,‘s in I;,. The numerator has degree at most d( p + q) and the 
denominator has degree at most (p + q) in the Z,‘s. Now it is claimed that 
each coefficient of this rational function can be taken to be in the constant 
field K, of F, under 6, which is what D, reduces to on F,. 
Rewrite s1 in terms of the elements S and the hiI,..., h,, using 
Ye1 = G-‘S. Since S= Q-l, the norm of the numerator is bounded by 
Bdtp + 4). Note that not every coefficient of a power product of h,, ,..., h,, in 
the denominator can have norm less than A Pdrp + I/), since “going 
backwards” using (hi,) = G- ’ = S- ’ Y- ’ = Q(Z,,) produces a nonzero 
polynomial in the Z,, with constant coefficients (having norm 1). Thus the 
numerator has norm 2 A +P + 4). 
As Kolchin showed in Cl], the upper bound IS(y)( < c2 (y( holds for all 
y in the valued differential field F. Thus each 
IE’l ,< A (w)P(P+ lyrny (lUil))F ~(c2~)w~)‘P2-P)~ 
Therefore 
max (DjLI ~A(-l/2)P(P+1)ly--d(Pf4)(maX ((uil))-(P-I)(~z~)(~1/2)(P2-P) 
i I 
and 
C. “Good” (Better than Thue-Siegel-Roth-Schmidt) Bounds in Normed Dif- 
feren tial Fields 
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We shall work in a slightly more general structure than a valued differen- 
tial field; i.e., we shall work in what we call a normed differential lield, 
which is defined next, 
A normed differential field is a differential field F with derivation 6 and a 
mapping 1 1 from F to 0 < t 6 + cc that satisfies the following live con- 
ditions for all f, fi, f2 in F: (i) IfI = 0 if and only iff=O; (ii) If, +f21 < 
Ifi1 + Ifi!; (iii) lfifil = Ifi1 If*/; (iv) there exists a real number c’> 0 such 
that for each f in F IS(f)\ <c’ ifi;. and (v) if S(f) = 0 then if\ is zero or 1. 
(In valued differential fields there exists c > 0 such that for each f# 0 in F 
with If/ < 1, /S(f) f-l/ > c.) 
Suppose that there exists R, a differentially closed subring of F consisting 
of elements r each satisfying /rj > 1 or jrf = 0. We suppose, additionally, 
that R contains K, the constant field of F. 
Consider the linear homogeneous differential equation 
4-I 
WY)+ c vG)=0 (26) 
I=0 
where each a, is in the quotient field of R. Suppose that d,,..., d, are M 6 4 
elements of F that are solutions of (26). For technical reasons we wish to 
have d, = 1, the multiplicative identity of k; and have q>, 2. Thus cyO 
necessarily equals zero. Given y-2 P’(y)+ c Lw(.+=0 
I=0 
with Qa#O and each r!I, in the quotient field of R set 
Where u, ,..., u,,, are in R set L = xi”=, u,d,. The objective of this section 
will be to bound /LI from below when L # 0. Because (the generally non- 
effective) Theorem VI of Section B will be used, the result of the present 
section (i.e., Theorem VII) will often be noneffectove, Exactly where the 
proofs are noneffective will be carefutly noted. Set 
u=n’max(l, jul), 
where the prime on the n indicates that a factor of max (1, max (uiJ ) has 
been deleted. 
By a result due to Kolchin [S], we know that there exists a differential 
field F,, extending F (if necessary), in which (26) has q solutions d,,..., d, 
whose Wronskian is nonzero. Suppose that d*,..., d, have transcendence 
degree q1 where 2 < q2 <q - 1 over the field of constants K, of Fl. Let 
?> 1 -(I +2(M- l)qrf-1. 
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THEOREM VII. There exist two positive real numbers k, and k*, indepen- 
dent of the ui, such that if L # 0, 
IL1 > k,(u)-’ exp( -k,(log(u))‘). (27) 
DEFINITION. We shall say that a bound of type (27) is a “good bound’ 
whenever k, > 0, k, > 0, and 0 < r < 1. If k, were allowed to be zero in (27) 
we would have a type of bound which we choose to call nearly perfect, 
following K. Mahler (see [3]). An important open question is: When may 
our good bounds be replaced by nearly perfect bounds? 
Let r,=l-(1+2q,)-‘. 
COROLLARY OF PROOF. Suppose no ui = 0 and that no 
log Ju,J < k,(log(u))‘- I’. 
Then (27) holds with T replaced by ri. 
Part I (the Effective Part) of the Proof of Theorem VII. Assume no 
ui = 0. We shall apply Theorem I as modified by the remark following it. 
We follow the procedure outlined in Section II, A, for considering a nor- 
med field as a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system. (Recall, for each g in F we set 
L(g) = log 1 g( if g # 0 and set L(0) = 0. Set each S, equal to the identity.) 
Note that for normed differential fields the constants C,,, and K, of 
Theorem I are each zero for every N. In this section we shall always apply 
Theorem I with f = 1. Let A be a “least” common denominator in R of the 
aj, i.e., IAl is the minimum of the norms of the common denominators in R 
of the 0~~. Set A,= A”‘(2”‘1+r). Set ok = uk, for k = 2, 3 ,..., M. Set u, = L. 
Write the ui as linear combinations (over the quotient field of R) of the uk: 
Set ui = vi for i = 2, 3,..., M, and set u1 = Cz”=2 (-did;‘) vi, where our num- 
bering is chosen so that 1 u i 1 = maxi 1 uJ. 
Where V, = uk (2 <k < M) and V, = C;“=, diui, we need to calculate 0, 
and then bound N-‘SJO,) = N-‘(O,). Note, from Lemma V, that if the 
Aikm are chosen to be in K then each element of X(N) is a polynomial in 
the c1/ of degree of most (2Mt + T)N. Therefore our A,v is a common 
denominator of the elements of X(N), as it must be. Lemma V states that 
the number of factors of 6 appearing in any monomial of Q,(u,,..., u,+,) 
(hence, also, of the QN( VI ,..., V,)) is at most NMt - 1. Therefore 
N 
N-IO,= N-’ max ANan(e, k) n (cY(~)-~(u,,~(~)) v,‘k(j)) 
,i=l I) 
<2Mt+rlog+ JAI +Mtlog+ Ic’( 
+ (2Mt + r) maXi (log+ lql) + 1 <yzu (log+ Id& ‘1). (28) 
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Our r has yet to be determined. Once r has been chosen we wll have 
that the dimension of W over K, , i.e., t is bounded by (‘: y; I), the number 
of polynomials of degree r in d, ,..., d,,. 
Unless there is a nontrivial dependence relation of the form 
f w,ui=o (29) 
,=, 
with the wi in our W, we will be finished upon applying Theorem I and the 
remark after it. Let z2 satisfy 0 < z2 < 1. As is required by Theorem I we 
must have Z-,,, d o(E-’ log* E-‘). Set c-’ = (Cf”=, log Iu~~)‘-‘~. 
Using (28), C,= K,=O, and our determinations of E, I-, and t, we 
obtain from Theorem I (unless (29) holds) 
- log ILI = S,.(log l(L)- ‘I) 
The second term afer the d comes from terms of the form O(E log (u( ) 
from (13). The last two terms come from our bound on N- ‘S,,(O,). 
The implied constants could be explicitly calculated, although the 
calculation would be tedious. In applying (13) choose one of the v,,~ on the 
left-hand side of the inequality to always equal L and on the right-hand 
side choose the v,,k to be L, u2,..., Us, (recall lurj =max, /uil). 
Recall 
~t~o(~4~~)~o(~2(~-~)~og-2~4--l~E~~ )=o( $ log , j,)2”-“(‘-“‘~ 
i= 1 
Thus for any r,>1>(1+2(q-l))-’ we have (27) but with z replaced 
by z3, if (29) does not hold. The bounds in this last statement can be 
explicitly calculated in terms of c’, IAl? maxi (log + lo+1 ), and 
max 1<;j<,44 (log+ k&d,-‘I). 
Part II (the Noneffective Part) of the Proof of Theorem VII. In addition 
to having to deal with the possibility of (29) occurring we need to replace q 
by q, in the estimates of Part I. We shall treat this replacement tirst. 
Since 1 belongs to d,,..., d, the original space W (as in Theorem 1) is the 
vector space of all polynomials over K, ‘in the q - 1 remaining d,‘s of degree 
<K Then by a simple argument the dimension of W is seen to be O(F’). 
Thus (27) can be shown (noneffectively) by Part I of the present proof with 
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r replaced by any real t3 satisfying 1 - (1 + 2q,)-’ < z3 < T, if (29) does not 
hold for rz=l-(1+2q,)-‘. 
Let R1 denote R with the elements of K, adjoined. After an easy 
argument, one can show that the dimension of W over R, is O(P), where 
q2 6 q, is the transcendence degree of K,(d, ,..., dy) over the quotient field of 
R,. More specifically, for f = 1, 2,... there must exist a nonzero element Qr 
of the ring generated over R, by adjoining d,,..., d,, such that every 
element of Sp, W may be written as a linear combination of O(P) distinct 
power products of the d, ,..., d, over R, . Further, each such coefficient in R, 
must be a polynominal over K, of degree O(f) in fixed elements x1 ,..., xy, 
of R, . (Here the transcendence degree of K(x, ,..., xyj, d, ,..., d,) over K, 
must be q,.) Hence the logarithms of the norms of the coefficients in R, 
must be O(r). 
Assume (29) holds where we have TV = T. Also assume M 3 3. Therefore 
L may be rewritten as A - ’ C,“=‘i CC,“=, A,,,d,) ui, where 1 < M’ < M, A 
and each Ailm belongs to R, and max(log+ lAi,,,,l)= O(f)= 
o(log2 lul)‘-1). 
We next apply Theorem 1 as modified by the remark after it, now with 
M’ replacing M and with the Ailm above being the only AiknZ that are 
(possibly) not 1. Choose E and f to be as in part I with z1 replacing T. (Our 
t will be larger. We shall bound it in a moment.) The bound on N-IO, 
(see (28)) must be increased: 
(i) The term corresponding to our previous max l<i,jGM 
(log+ \d,d,-‘I) must be replaced by O(maxlog+(lC,M=, A,,,dJ’))+ 
O(max( log + ) A ilm I). Applying Theorem VI we may (noneffectively) bound 
these by O(max,log+ IAi,,l)=~((log2 1~1)‘~‘). 
(ii) Also we need to increase the previous bound of Mt log+ /c’I + 
(2Mt + ZJ maxi log + Iail (see (28) again) on the norms of the coefficients of 
QN by adding a term of O(P) to reflect the fact that the Aikm’s each satisfy 
log+ IAikmI = O(f). 
Now to calculate t. The Aikm’s can be taken to be polynomials of degree 
O(f) in 5 ,,..., ?cy, over K,. Thus we have that W is included in the vector 
space generated over K, by all monomials of degree <f in 
-Xl 1..., xyj, d 2 ,..., d,,. Since K,(x, ,..., x,,, d, ,..., d,) has transcendence degree 
q, over K, we must have t = O(f2y’). 
Again we obtain (27) unless (a new version of) (29) holds. It is now clear 
how to keep iterating, assuming analogues of (29) hold. The greatest num- 
ber of iterations possible without forcing M’ = 1 is M-2 iterations. Still 
assume Mb 3. We would then have the following adjustments to the 
preceding bounds in order to treat the case of M-2 iterations: Each 
log lAilml is bounded by O(f”-2); each O(max(log+( ICz= I Ai,,dml -‘)) 
is then bounded by O(f MP *); a term of O(f MP ‘) should be added to 
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Mt log+ lc’l + (2Mt + r) max, log’ 1~~1; and ItI = o(F’” ~ ‘)y~). It follows 
that N- ‘0, = Q(r(” ‘),I) so Theorem VII holds unless an (M - 1 )st 
application of (a new version of) (29) gives us M’ = 1. (Now we allow 
M= 2.) Then we are precisely in the situation of Theorem VII, and each 
log+ lA;J = O(Pf - ’ ). In the latter case Theorem VII follows directly 
from Theorem VI. This proves Theorem VII, 
The Corollary of Proof follows upon noting that the effect of each 
iteration to delete at least one further factor from I7’u, has been ignored. If 
no log 1~~1 <(log juj )’ mTz then the conclusion of the Corollary of Proof 
follows anyway. 
The argument in Part II of the proof of Theorem VII is almost trivially 
effective in case each dj, 1 6 i < M, is an algebraic function (of some trans- 
cendental element z over a tield K of characteristic zero). (Here 6 = didz, R 
is the ring of polynomials, the norm of a polynomial p is exp(degp), and 
c’= 1.) We do not need Theorem VI to obtain, effectively, the result of that 
theorem for algebraic functions d, ,..., d,. (Here the set consisting of z is the 
set consisting of x1 ,.,., and xy, and qr = 1.) The implied constants can, in 
fact, be explicitly calculated m terms of max( Idid)- ‘I), max(deg OL,), and 
deg A, where the Ed are the coefficients of a linear differential equation of 
type (26). It is a standard computation to show that these quantities may 
all be explicitly bounded in terms of M and the maximum of the degrees of 
the irreducible polynomials pi(y, 2) for the di in y and in :. (Where 
1 = d, ,... d, denote a maximal linearly independent set of conjugates of the 
dj (over K,), W(d, ,..., d,, p)( W(d, ,..., d,)) -’ = 0 is the desired equation of 
type (26)) This establishes the first result of the next section. 
D. Effective Bounds for Power Series 
Let K denote a field of characteristic zero, For each d in the algebraic 
closure of K(z) let Id\ denote the exponential of-(the order of vanishing of d 
at 2 = co). Let 1 = d, ,..., dM be M3 2 elements of the algebraic closure of 
K(z). Let (Us,..., uM) denote a nonzero vector of elements of the ring 
generated over K by I”. Set T > 1 - (2M- 1) ‘. From what was established 
at the end of Section C we know: 
THEOREM VIII. There exist ~o.~jtive real ~~~zb~r~ k, and k2 that are 
effectively c~rnp~tab~~ ~~nct~~ns of max j(deg di), max i( height d,), and llii 
such that if C,“=, u,d, # 0, 
I;* u+q >kl i;; max(l, 14~)exP(-~2(h2~2 Iuil)‘>- (30) 
Suppose that K is a computable subfield of C. Then, as was shown in 
[I9 3, an effective version of Theorem VI holds. Following the outline of 
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part I of the proof of Theorem VII we always have an effective version of 
Theorem VII with r replaced by 1 - (1 + 2q)-’ if (29) does not hold. Thus 
if M = 2 we immediately obtain Theorem VII effectively. If M > 2 we shall 
only be able to show how to obtain some good bound effectively. 
Adjoin to K(z) a fundamental system of solutions d, ,..., d, of (26) and all 
of the derivatives of the dj’s. (Here the solutions dl,..., d, are to be the for- 
mal series solutions given in [16].) The (obviously differential) field so 
generated will later be shown to be a normed differential field, for a 
possibly new effectively computable c’ > 0: this we shall presently assume. 
Apply the argument of part I of the proof of Theorem VII. If an equation 
of type (29) does not hold we are through. Otherwise pick some non- 
vanishing wi, wMr say, and consider the problem of bounding the norm of 
the new linear form L, = w,(L)=~,M_;* (d,ww,-d,wj) ui. (As we 
remarked in the Example of Section IIIB, IwMI may be effectively bounded 
from above. 
All of the power products of derivatives (of order fq - 1) of the d, of 
degree equal to r must generate a vector space of dimension O(P- ’ ) over 
the constant field. A vector consisting of these power products satisfies a 
first order system of linear differential equations having coefficients with 
norms bounded by maxi( \clil ). For a maximal linearly independent set of 
these power products one can find a linear homogeneous differential 
equation with coefficients in K(z) of order @ = O(P-‘) of which they 
form a fundamental system. By Cramer’s rule each coefficient has norm 
bounded by O(q* - 1) as is the norm of their least common denominator. 
For these power products the analogue of maxjlog Id,ti,-‘I is O(T”q’). 
The right-hand side of (28) is dominated by O(T3y’). After M- 2 
iterations we would have as bounds for the “new” t, log + Id 1, 
maxj(logf lorjl), and max,,(log+ Id&‘]), O(f’n’-Z)yZ), O(l”“-Z’y2), 
O(~‘-k/7, and O(r2(-)4* ), respectively. Also L has been multiplied by 
factors having the sum of the logs of their norms bounded by O(r(“--Z’y2). 
Thus, in analogy with the proof of Theorem VII, one can choose r to be 
the greatest integer not exceeding (log 1111 )6, for some 6 > 0, and obtain a 
good bound unless analogues of (29) hold M- 1 times. But in the latter 
case we have only to reduce to bounding the norm of a (nonvanishing) 
sum of power products of the d,,..., d, and their first through (q - 1)st 
derivatives having total degree at most r”-‘. By our effective version of 
Theorem VI (for a computable field K) this norm is greater than a constant 
times r-2(M- ‘k/‘. 
We still need a proof that K(z) with these formal solutions and their 
derivatives adjoined is a normed differential field. We shall show that a 
possibly larger field is a normed differential field F. Consider each of the 
finite set of rational numbers r > 0 such that zr occurs in at least one of the 
exponentials used in constructing the d,,..., d,. Let M,, with basis elements 
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m,, denote the module over the integers generated by all coefficients of zr 
that appear in these exponentials. Let F, be the field of all formal series in 
descending powers of zk-‘, where k is the least common denominator of all 
of the rational powers of z appearing anywhere in the formal solutions 
d , ,..., d,. To I;, adjoin the algebraically independent elements log : and the 
exp(m,z’). Call the ring adjunction R2 and the field adjunction F,. For 
each r in Rz, set jr1 equal to the maximum of the norms of the coefficients 
in F. Clearly Ir,+r,l < lr,l + (rzI, and IrIr21 = jr,/ Ir,l follows by the 
argument of Gauss’ lemma. One can uniquely extend I 1 to F? because on 
Rz, lr,rzJ = Ir,I Irzl. Also the triangle inequality is inherited from R, 
(multiply through by the g.c.d., draw the conclusion, and divide out by the 
g.c.d.). Clearly if f belongs to F, and f’ = 0, if‘/ = 1. Finally if f belongs to 
F2 and f#O, we look at IS’f-‘/. Setf= r,r? ‘, where r, and r? belong to R, 
and jr,1 = 1. Then If’1 = 1. Then IJ”I = 1 r; r2 - rir,l <c’ Ir,I = c’ I,fj, where 
c’ = exp(max(r - 1)) and the set of r’s being maximized over is the set of r’s 
subscripting the md’s. This proves the next theorem. 
Let (pi,..., Us,) denote a nonzero vector of polynomials in z with coef- 
ficients in K. Let u = fl: max( 1, IuJ), where the prime denotes that a factor 
of max,(max(l, Jui( )) has been deleted. Let the di (1 6 id M) satisfy the dif- 
ferential equation 
Y- ’ 
p)+ C a,y(j’=o (31) 
where the cli are elements of K(z), and K is a computable field. 
THEOREM IX. (i) If M = 2 and 6 > 1 - ( 1 + 2q) - ‘, there exist two 
effectively computable positive integers k I and kz such that 
lul4 -uzdA >k,(min(lu,l, l~zl))~’ exp(-k,(log(min(lu,I, MHY?. (32) 
(ii) If M > 2, there exist two efftictively computable positive integers k, 
and kz and some effectively computable 6, 1 > 6 > 0, such that 
;c, uid,l B k, IuI -’ exp( -k,(log lul I”). (33) 
In the reference to Theorem IX we note the following immediate (nonef- 
fective) application of Theorem VII: 
Where 8>1-(1+2(M-l)q,))’ and where K is any subfield of the 
complex numbers, 
I I 
ig, uid; kk, Jut ’ exp(-Meg lul)“) (34) 
for some positive constants k, and k?. 
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E. Bounds upon Approximation at More Than One Point 
Let {zj) be a finite set of points in the complex plane. Let ) Jj denote 
exp( -ord,=,( )). Here ord,, =,( ) denotes the order of vanishing of the 
series to be inserted, at z = zj. We assume that F is a field of functions hav- 
ing (fractional) power series expansions about ,- = cc and each of the z = zi. 
THEOREM X. Inequalities (30), (32), (33), and (34) above hold under 
their stated conditions, although-possibly-for larger values of k, and k, 
depending on the cardinality of { zi), when Ix,“= , d,uj is replaced by 
ICE 1 diuil rIj ICf”_ 1 diuilj. 
Proof We go back to the definition of a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system 
and change slightly the way in which we have interpreted the present 
situation as a Nevanlinna-Kolchin system. If f is in our differential field we 
let L(f) be (now) a nonconstant function defined on (CG} u {zj).. Set 
L(f)(cc)=log IfI and each L(~)(z~)= -ord==,(f). Set S,(w)=S(w)= 
w( co) + cj u(zi). As before, R is the ring of polynomials. Clearly iffbelongs 
to R, 
m.;(f) = S(L-(f)) = 1 WXz,) B des(f) = Uf)(~ I= mu. 
One may verify the remaining Nevanlinna-Kolchin system conditions. 
(A useful fact to keep in mind is that L-(f)(zi) = max(ord,==,(f), O), 
where ord,, =, is a valuation.) 
Although If’1 <e-l IfI is a sharp bound for series about z = co, If’lj 6 
e lfli is a sharp bound for series about z = zj. Thus for each f#O in F, 
m,? (f’f-‘) = S,(L+(f’f-‘)) d cardinality of { 2,). This proves Theorem X. 
Let Q denote the rational field. Let z be transcendental over Q. Let F, be 
the differential field of all solutions to linear homogeneous differential 
equations with coefficients in Q(z) that are analytic in the disk IzI = r, 
where r > 1. Let R be the ring of polynomials in z with integral coefficients. 
Let L(f) be a function on 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 ,.... Set W)(l) = log maq G I If(=)1 
and WX P) = h(max Iail,). 
(Here 1 I denotes the archimedean norm and ( IP denotes the p-adic 
norm, were it is assumed that f# 0, and L(0) 3 0.) Enumerate the class of 
finite subsets of the prime numbers, using a real parameter y. 
Let S,(w) = C, w(x) + w(l), where C, denotes the sum over the set 
parametrized by y. Note that if f is in our differential field, 
Now apply Theorem I, where the yth subset is the collection of primes 
such that ICY diuilp < 1. 
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Using our previous notations except for setting u, = n; (max, ~ jG n ( 1, 
.supltl = r /uy’l)) where the prime denotes the absence of a (potential) factor. 
We obtain the result that for each E > 0 there exist an integer H(E) and a 
positive real number C(E) such that if Cf”=, d,ui # 0, 
For fixed r > 1 we obtain: 
THEOREM XI. Under the above conditions, for each E > 0 there exists 
C(E) > 0 such that 
THEOREM XII. If Q is replaced by C we have 
(36) 
F. Simultaneous Lower Bounds on Many Forms 
We wish to consider what happens when one has more than one form. 
As before let K be a field of characteristic zero. 
Let q and M be natural numbers. Let the Uk, 1 < k 6 M d q, be indeter- 
minates. Let (w,(z)) be a 1 x q vector which is the transpose of the solution 
vector of a first order system of linear homogeneous differential equations 
with coefficients in K(z). We suppose that the w,(z) are formal power series 
over K which are linearly independent over K(z). 
Let n be a natural number. Suppose that the z,, 1 <j< n, are distinct 
elements of K. Suppose that we have up to nM linear forms 
L,= L&U,,..., U,) each having the shape 
L;= $ i .&j&(4 U/J=) 
k=ll=l 
where the A, are polynomials in z. Further we assume the forms L,, for 
each fixed j, have a nonzero determinant. In what follows we assume that 
the vector of Uk has been replaced by u, a nonzero vector of polynomials 
uk(z), for 1 d k<A4. Let ) (, or ( ) denote the muliplicative valuation based 
upon the order of vanishing at 2 = Z, or z = co. For some T,O < T < 1, and 
some k > 0 we require that each 
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Also we require that the u,Jz) not be dependent over K(z), where the 
dependency relation has all of its coefficients satisfying jcoef- 
ficientsl < E(k, z, u). 
THEOREM XIII. There exist k, > k and zI, 0 < z < z, < 1, depending only 
on M, n, k, z, the wlj and the zj such that 
-’ (E(k,, rl, u))-‘. 
Further, iflv is a computablefield (such as the rational numbers) then k, and 
z1 are each effectively computable. 
Proof. We may then apply Theorem I and the remark after it, to see 
that (as in the proof of Theorem VII) if Q,, is not identically zero, 
fl (L,(U)(j> fi maX(l, lukl) -’ (E(k’, Z’, U))-‘. 
i j ( k=l ) 
(To be sure, the initial A,,‘s in proof of Theorem VII were smaller than 
those hupothesized above; however, in the proof Theorem VII after a 
bounded number of reductions due to linear dependencies among the ui, 
there, they could look as large as the Aijlk’s above. The z’ above 
corresponds to the r obtained in Theorem VII with it4 + M’ variables, 
where 1 -I- ( - 1/(2M’ - 1)) is larger than the r, here.) This proves 
Theorem XIII. 
One fairly special extension of the present results will be of great use in a 
future paper. Suppose we consider forms having coefficients in the ring 
R = C[z, a(z)] for some algebraic function a(z). Suppose (TV,..., CT, are the 
automorphisms of Cccl(z), z] over C[Z]. Since these automorphisms can 
be realized as analytic continuations in C, we can extend each (T, to the di 
and to each L, in Theorem XIII. Suppose in Theorem XIII we replaced 
each I~&(uk(z)))~ by (n;= I l~dLij(uk(z)))lj)“m’ and each iuki by 
(n;= 1 Ia,(uk . (This would correspond to having X be the Riemann 
surface for a(z) and the set of points of the Riemann surface that map into 
each zj replacing zj, both in the proof of Theorem X and in the construc- 
tions of this section.) Let Y be arbitrary. If each ordZZZ, o,a(z) 2 0, then 
m + (y, p) > 0 and m _ (y, p) = 0 for all p in R. One sees that Theorem XIII 
continues to hold. If we are dealing with a computable subfield of C, the 
previous effective argument still holds. 
G. Conjectures and Future Work 
Probably much of the work of this paper could be carried through for 
more general operators. Specifically consider the operator T defined by 
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TJ(z) =f((az + b)/(cz -I- d)) with ad- be # 0. Suppose one is considering 
orders of vanishing at zj = 0 and b = 0 then ord; = ,f( (az + b)/(cz -I- d)) = 
ord,, J(z). Likewise about z = co set c = 0. 
The form of Theorem VII suggests that as q2 -+ co we have difficulties. In 
a sense, such reasoning explains why nonlinear differential equations can- 
not be treated in the present paper. The set of al1 solutions generally has 
infinite transcendence degree over the constant heid. In the particular case 
that the genera1 solution is of the form ~,kjgj(&I,hi)-‘, for functions 
hj(z) and kj(z) and for constants k, and Ii, we might expect a variant of the 
present methods to work. We note that the differential equation satisfied by 
the Weierstrass p function, for example, has a general solution of this form. 
Finally, in a future paper I shall obtain a ramification term covering high 
order a(z) “points” for Nevanlinna theory as well as for algebraic functions; 
however, these results will almost certainly not be best possible. 
Note added in proof: See also: D. V. Chudnovsky and G. V. Chudnovsky, Rational 
approxi~tions to solutions of linear differentia1 equations, Proc. Nat. Acud. Sci. U.S.A. 80 
(1983), 5158-5162; The Wronskian formalism for linear differential equations and Pade 
approximations, Adu. in Math. 53 (1984), 28-54. Where the present paper uses tensor 
products of Wronskian matrices in order to construct the requisite auxiliary algebraic differen- 
tial equation, the approach taken in these papers to choose an appropriate large Wronskian 
and proceed directly to construct the algebraic differential equation. These authors obtain 
similar (but not identical) results to those found in the present paper for the case of formal 
power series solutions to linear differential equations. The Nevanlinna theory case was not 
treated by them. A similar idea for part of the Nevanlinna theory case has been just been 
announced by Norman Steinmetz. He obtains the n-smaft function theorem in this way, but 
apparently not (yet) the generali~tions to linear forms that are obtained in the present paper. 
One hopes his approach would generalize to such forms in the same manner as does the 
Chudnovskys’ approach for formal power series. Also, it is appropriate to take note here of 
P. Vojta’s thesis (Harvard, May 1983) that also demonstrates similarities between diophantine 
approximation and Nevanlinna theory (although of a different type than those considered 
here). 
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